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1. Introduction. Given a manifold it is sometimes possible to make

identifications on its boundary to obtain a closed manifold. For ex-

ample any closed w-manifold may be obtained from an w-cell in this

manner [2]. In order to investigate which closed manifolds may be

obtained from a class of manifolds with boundary we assume the

additional structure of a singular fibering [12]. Analysis of the funda-

mental group then gives necessary conditions for two closings to be

homeomorphic.

2. Singular fiberings. Let Af be a locally trivial fiber space with

fiber F, a connected (n — 2)-manifold, and base B, a sphere with g^O

handles (or k>0 crosscaps) and r boundary components. Further

assume M can be obtained as follows. Let B he a sphere with g = 0

handles ik crosscaps). Cutting B along a set of loops based at vi gives

a4g-gon (2&-gon) P with sides AiBiA^B^1 ■ ■ ■ B^1 iCiC{ C2-■ ■ CkCk')

to be identified in pairs. Removing an open disk D0 around Vi gives

a polygon P which is P with a sector of a disk removed from each

vertex. PXF is an w-manifold on which we shall make some identi-

fications.

Let x:7ri(P> wo)-^Automorphisms of 7Ti(F) be a homomorphism

where v0 is the center of P and the automorphisms act on the right

of 7Ti(F). Let x, x' be points on the straight edges of P which will be

identified in B and let a he the path formed by the straight lines v0

to x and x' to Vo which is a loop in B based at v0. Then choose a base

point preserving homeomorphism xXF—>x'XF which induces

x( [<*]): 7Ti(F)—»7Ti(F). Identifying pairs of fibers over the straight

edges of P by these homeomorphisms gives a manifold M0 with a

boundary dD0XF. Now suppose dDaXF is trivially fibered by circles

co such that [co] =do+tEiri(dDoXF) where d0 generates 7ri(dP0) and

tEiriiF). By identifying each co on dD0XF to a point we obtain a

closed w-manifold Mo [l, p. 229] fibered by F over B. The homomor-

phism x is its characteristic and tEiriiF) is the obstruction to a cross

section. By removing the fibers over open disks Dj, 7 = 1, • • • , r, in B

we obtain M with r boundary components dDjXF.

Suppose dDjXF is trivially fibered by circles coy such that [coy]

= njdi+u1Eiri(dDjXF) where My is a nonzero integer, cfy a generator

of xi(dT)y) and Ujy^lEiriiF). By identifying each coy to a point M is
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transformed into another n-manifold with one less boundary com-

ponent. The dDjXF has been replaced by a space Fj homeomorphic

to F. Fj is a singular fiber of type n, [12]. Note Py will have a trivial

product neighborhood if and only if ny= +1. Replacing all boundary

components of M by singular fibers in this manner we obtain a closed

manifold M which we say is singularly fibered by F over a surface.

For example, a locally-trivial fibering of a 4-manifold by a closed

surface is fiber preserving homeomorphic to such an M. If F is taken

to be a circle, then the singularly fibered M are the Seifert manifolds

[ll]. Recently it has been shown by Orlik, Vogt and Zieschang [10]

that for Seifert manifolds, with a few exceptions, the fundamental

group determines the manifold up to a fiber preserving homeomor-

phism. In that direction we have the following results for a more

general fiber.

3. Fundamental groups and singular fiberings.

Theorem 1. Let M be singularly fibered over a closed sur/ace by a

path connected fiber F with irx(F) abelian. 7/ the base space is a sphere,

torus, or projective plane also assume r — 2> ^1/ny, r> 1, or r^2 re-

spectively, where r is the number o/ singular fibers, and the types are

nj,j — l, ■ ■ ■ , r. Then irx(M) determines the base space, the number o/

singularities and the types o/ singularities.

Theorem 2. Let M be singularly fibered by F over a closed sur/ace B.

7/ irx(F) can be finitely presented and if F has first Betti number greater

than one then ttx(M) is infinite.

To prove these results we need a presentation of iri(M). Suppose

ttx(F) is presented by (si\ wm), B hasg^O handles (or k>0 crosscaps),

and M has characteristic x: tti(B)—>Aut ttx(F), obstruction term

tEiri(F) and singular fibers Py produced by circles coy with [coy]

= njdj+UjEiri(dDjXF). Then a straightforward application of Van

Kampen's theorem shows that ttx(M) is presented by generators:

au bi, (or d), dj, st; i = l, ■ ■ • , g (or k),j=l, ■ ■ • , r, and relations:

ntoi.&ijdr1 ■ • • drH (or Il^r1 • • • drH), wm, dniuh [dj, si], and
x~1Six = Six(x) where x = at, 6,- (or c<).

Lemma 1. Let

Ki(g;nu ■ ■ ■ ,nr) = (a4, bi, dj\ JJ [a„ bi\dx ■ ■ ■ dT, d"')

g > 0, r > 0

K2(k; nx, ■ ■ ■ ,nr) = (c,, d, | JJ ctdx ■ ■ ■ dT, dj')

k > 0, r > 0    and    r ^ 2    if k = 1,
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Kzig;-) = («fc,fc|II [*.*«]).      S= 2,

^;-) = felIl4     k^2,
Kti- ; «i, • • • , nr) = idj \ dx • • • d„ d/),      r - 2 > £ l/»y.

Then all of these groups are nonisomorphic in pairs, that is if

Kiix; pi ■ ■ -p/j-Kjiy; qu • • • , qs) then i=j, x=y, r=s, and

qi, • • • , q, is a permutation of pu ■ ■ ■ , pr.

Proof. These follow from known results, e.g. [3, p. 203], [6,

p. 239], [8, p. 55], [9, pp. 12-42], and [l3].

Lemma 2. A non-Euclidean crystallographic group of the form Ki in

Lemma 1 contains no nontrivial normal abelian subgroup.

Proof. Let K he of the form Ku K3, or K6. Then K has a faithful

representation as a Fuchsian group of the first kind [6, p. 239], so we

may consider it as a group of linear transformations of the upper half

plane [7, p. l]. Therefore any abelian subgroup AEK is cyclic [7,

p. 15]. Now K has a trivial center since it is the amalgamated free

product of two groups, one of which has a trivial center [5, p. 32].

In particular, A is not contained in the center of K. Thus there exist

elements gEK, sEA which do not commute. By [7, p. 9], two ele-

ments commute if and only if they have the same fixed points, so g

and 5 have different fixed points. Thus gsg"1 has fixed points different

than those of s so gsg_1 is not in A and A is not normal.

Suppose K is of the form K2 or Ki and let A he a normal abelian

subgroup. K contains a Fuchsian group F as a normal subgroup of

index 2. Then ADF is a normal abelian subgroup of F and by the

argument above ADF=1. Thus A is presented by (a|a2=l). Since

A is normal we have gag^1 = a for all gEK, that is a is in the center

of K. But if k ^ 2, K is the free product of (ci| —) and

(c2, • ■ ■ ,Ct,di, • ■ ■ , dr\d"0 (or (c2, • • • , c*| —)) amalgamated along

subgroups isomorphic to Z generated by cr2 and c\ ■ ■ ■ cjdi ■ • • dr

(or c\ ■ • • c\). Thus the center of K is torsion free. If K= (c, di, ■ • ■ ,

dr\c2di ■ ■ ■ dr, <T}>) r}z2, then K is the free product of (c| —) and

(ii, ■ ■ ■ , dr\ d">) amalgamated along subgroups isomorphic to Z gen-

erated by c~2 and di ■ ■ ■ dT. Here K has no center since

(di, • ■ • ,dr\dj') has no center.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let S he the subgroup of 7Ti(M) consisting

of all words in the st generators. The presentation of 7Ti(Af) shows 5 is

a normal abelian subgroup. 5 is characterized as the unique maximal

normal abelian subgroup of 7Ti(Af). For suppose T is another normal

abelian subgroup of 7Ti(M) and SDT^T. Then TS is a normal sub-
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group containing S and TS/S « T/SC} T is a nontrivial normal abelian

subgroup of irx(M)/S. But irx(M)/S is a group of the type listed in

Lemma 2 so it has no nontrivial normal abelian subgroup. Thus 5 is

a characteristic subgroup of 7Ti(i7) and irx(M)/S is independent of

the presentation of irx(M). By Lemma 1, the B, r, and »i, • • • , nr

are therefore determined.

Proof of Theorem 2. 7ri(M) finite implies iri(B) must be finite so

either B =S2 or B=P2. HB = S2 then wi(M) = (st, dj\ dpuit YLdjt, wm,
[si, dj]) with 1=1, ■ ■ ■ , p, m = l, ■ ■ ■ , q,j = l, • • • , r. The Jacobian

of iTi(M) evaluated at the trivializer [3, pp. 198-204] has p+r col-

umns and r + l+q nonzero rows. Since the first Betti number of F is

at least 2, the q rows corresponding to the relations wm have rank at

most p — 2. Thus the Jacobian has rank at most p+r — 1 and the

nullity is at least one. Hence M has Betti number at least 1 and 7Ti(M)

is infinite.

If B=P2 then iri(M) = (c, st, di\c2dT1 ■ ■ ■ d^t, d">Uj, wm, [sh dj],

c^sic = Sia) where I = 1, ■ ■ ■ , p, j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , r, m = 1, ■ ■ ■ , q,

a£Aut ttx(F) is such that a2 = id, and My, tEtri(F). Adding the rela-

tions si = l we obtain K = (c, dj\d?, cHv1 • • • dr1). If r^2, K is

infinite since it is an amalgamated free product. Hence we need only

consider tti(M) with B=P2 and r = 0 or 1.

Consider 7r = (c, d, Si\c2d~1t, dnu, wm, [si, d], c~1SiC = Sia) where

t, uEt'i(F), aEAutwx(F) with a2 = id. We shall show 7r is a normal

extension of TV = (jt| wm, [st, t]) by (c\c2n) [4, p. 225]. Since a2 = id we

can present ir by (c, si\c2ntnu, wm, [si, tc2], c~rsic = sia). Defining

scl=c~1sic gives an automorphism a of N such that a fixes (fu)-1 and

its 2wth iterate is conjugation by (f«)-1. Then defining the factor

sets (c\ c>) = 1 if i+j^2n — l and (ck, c') = (fu)-1 if i+j^2n specifies

a group extension G which is isomorphic to ir and contains the

infinite subgroup N. For the case r = 0 we set w = l, « = l£iri(P) and

omit the relations [si, d] and [si, t] to obtain irx(F) as a subgroup of ir.

Note the requirement that first Betti number Sj2 cannot be dropped.

Seifert shows with F a circle we can singularly fiber a three sphere

[ll, p. 206].
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